100 Best Plants for the Coastal Garden
Steve Whysall
Gardening in a coastal environment presents a wide range of
challenges, and thanks to 100 Best Plants for the Coastal Garden,
bountiful rewards.
ISBN 978-1-55285-661-1
6.75 x 9.5 • 304 pages
Trade Paper • $24.95 CAD

100 Easy-to-Grow Native Plants for Canadian Gardeners
Lorraine Johnson • Photography by Andrew Leyerle
Native plants are the hardy results of natural selection. Evolving over thousands of years,
they thrive and flourish in their regional habitats. This is the ultimate guide for
introducing these beautiful and robust plants into your own garden.
ISBN 978-1-55285-657-4
7.875 x 9.25 • 160 pages
Trade Paper • $24.95 CAD
‘and some brought flowers’
Mary Alice Downie and Mary Hamilton
Originally published in 1980, ‘and some brought flowers’ partners 70 stunning full-colour
watercolours of plants discovered by early travelers to North America with numerous
excerpts from the writings of early explorers and settlers.
ISBN 978-1-55041-616-9
6 x 9 • 210 pages
Trade Cloth • $9.95 CAD

Crazy About Gardening: Reflections On The Sweet
Seductions Of A Garden
Des Kennedy
In a series of thought-provoking and rib-tickling essays,
Kennedy lovingly probes the foibles and follies of North
America’s favourite pastime. His writing sparkles with
satirical wit and, like all good satire, has a higher purpose.
ISBN 978-1-77050-204-8
5.25 x 8.25 • 288 pages
Trade Paper • $18.95 CAD

The Garden Club and the Kumquat Campaign
Des Kennedy
“A B E A U T I F U L LY W R I T T E N ,
F U N N Y, H O P E F U L B O O K . . .”— J A N E R U L E

THE GARDEN CLUB
AND THE

KUMQUAT CAMPAIGN
A NOVEL BY
DES KENNEDY

Award-winning garden writer Des Kennedy’s
descriptions of coastal plants create a perfect
natural environment for the story. His intriguing
narrative delves into realms of mystery, death,
and love.
ISBN 978-1-77050-205-5
5.5 x 8.5 • 217 pages
Trade Paper • $18.95 CAD

Gardening with Heirloom Seeds: Tried-And-True Flowers, Fruits, And
Vegetables For A New Generation
Lynn Coulter
Heirloom seeds are more than the promise of next summer’s crookneck
squash or jewel-colored zinnias. They’re living antiques handed down
from one generation to the next, a rich inheritance of flavor
and beauty from long ago and, often, far away.
ISBN 978-1-55455-016-6
8 x 9 • 316 pages
Trade Paper • $19.95 CAD
Green Side Up: Growing a Perfect Lawn in Northern Climates
Wes R. Porter
Fully illustrated with close to 100 line drawings and augmented with engrossing
tidbits of lawn and garden trivia, Green Side Up is a handy and delightful resource for
any gardener battling the all too short summer season.
ISBN 978-1-55041-382-3
6 x 9 • 138 pages
Trade Paper • $9.95 CAD

Healthy Herbs: Your Everyday Guide to Medicinal Herbs and Their Use
Linda Woolven and Ted Snider
Master herbalist Linda Woolven and Natural Path publisher Ted Snider have
assembled a completely up-to-date guide to medicinal herbs that is comprehensive
and immensely practical. Healthy Herbs brings a refreshing simplicity to an
enormous body of medicinal herbal knowledge.
ISBN 978-1-55041-329-8
6 x 9 • 224 pages
Trade Paper • $19.95 CAD

foreword by

David Suzuki

Living Things We Love to Hate
Des Kennedy
If we knew slugs a little better, could we be friends? Des Kennedy says yes, adding
that many living things that we find repulsive are, in fact, useful allies playing a vital
role in our environment. Flora and fauna that have historically been given a bum rap
are examined in these fascinating anecdotes about life on a small island. the book’s
ecological importance is reinforced in the foreword by David Suzuki, Canada’s
pre-eminent science broadcaster, geneticist and environmentalist.

D E S

K E N N E D Y

ISBN 978-1-77050-206-2
6 x 9 • 248 pages
Trade Paper • $19.95 CAD
The Pond Book: A Complete Guide to Site Planning, Design and Management of Small
Lakes and Ponds
John Stephen Hicks
Written for the serious layperson, The Pond Book explores the wide variety of pond
ecosystems available, and their function; topographic and soil requirements, design
and construction techniques, wildlife management, fish species and their cultivation,
local bylaws affecting pond maintenance, algae and plant control, parasite problems,
chemical and physical parameters of water sources, and water control/erosion
devices.
ISBN 978-1-55455-160-6
8.5 x 10 • 207 pages
Trade Paper • $34.95 CAD

Quick and Easy Container Water Gardens
Philip Swindells
It’s easy to create soothing, exquisite water gardens anywhere! In a garden, on a
patio, on a high-rise balcony, or even indoors—container water gardens bring the
soothing sights and sounds of nature to any setting.
ISBN 978-1-55041-460-8
9 x 9 • 128 pages
Trade Cloth • $9.95 CAD
Wildflowers of the Rocky Mountains
George W. Scotter • Photographs by Hälle Flygare
A field guide to the Rockies’ exquisite wildflowers.
The Rocky Mountains are natural botanical gardens
of enormous diversity and interest. Wildflowers of
the Rocky Mountains is a user-friendly field guide
that features wildflowers from one end of the
mountain chain to the other—from northern
British Columbia to New Mexico.
ISBN 978-1-55285-848-6
5.75 x 8.75 • 256 pages
Trade Paper • $29.95 CAD

FOR GARDENERS IN THE PRAIRIES
101 Best Plants for the Prairies
Liesbeth Leatherbarrow and Lesley Reynolds
This collection of the very best annuals, perennials, bulbs, vines, groundcovers,
shrubs, and trees for the prairie region of Canada and the northern plains of the
United States is a must-have for all prairie gardeners.
ISBN 978-1-89400-430-5
6.75 x 9.5 • 256 pages
Trade Paper • $19.95 CAD

Best Bulbs for the Prairies
Liesbeth Leatherbarrow and Lesley Reynolds
Filled with colour photographs and essential information for growing all
types of bulbs suitable for the prairie garden, Best Bulbs for the Prairies is an
excellent resource and an inspiration for gardeners of all interests and skill levels.
ISBN 978-1-89400-461-9
6 x 9 • 182 pages
Trade Paper • $19.95 CAD

Best Groundcovers and Vines for the Prairies
Hugh Skinner and Sara Williams
Groundcovers and vines are among the most useful hardy plants for the challenging
prairie region, but until now gardeners have lacked a prairie-specific source of
information about these versatile plants.
ISBN 978-1-89485-680-5
9 x 6 • 240 pages
Trade Paper • $24.99 CAD

Best Trees and Shrubs for the Prairies
Hugh Skinner and Sara Williams
With detailed information on over four hundred species and cultivars of trees
and shrubs for our climate, Best Trees and Shrubs for the Prairies includes
tried-and-true favourites and many little-known or new and exciting trees
and shrubs that have proven their worth on the prairies and plains.
ISBN 978-1-89400-495-4
6 x 9 • 224 pages
Trade Paper • $22.95 CAD

The Calgary Gardener: The Essential Guide to Gardening in Alberta’s Chinook Country
The Calgary Horticultural Society
The Calgary Gardener is jam-packed with up-to-date information and illustrations, as
well as colour photographs of picturesque Calgary gardens and recommended
annuals and perennials. With hundreds of years of combined gardening experience,
the authors share their accumulated wisdom in a lively and inviting style.
ISBN 978-1-89561-867-9
6.75 x 9.75 • 241 pages
Trade Paper • $24.95 CAD

The Calgary Gardener Volume Two: Beyond the Basics
The Calgary Horticultural Society
This “next step” is full of new gardening details, how to’s, historical anecdotes, and
helpful plant lists for both beginner and advanced gardeners. Volume Two: Beyond
the Basics expands on those successful concepts and takes gardeners into new
gardening territory. Ideas for designing and planting gardens that evoke the senses,
excite the imagination, and are beautiful and practical extensions of a home’s living
space are presented here.
ISBN 978-1-89400-400-8
6.75 x 10.75 • 232 pages
Trade Paper • $24.95 CAD
Edible Plants for Prairie Gardens: The Best
Fruits, Vegetables and Herbs
June Flanagan
Written especially for gardeners in the Canadian
Prairie Provinces and the Northern Great Plains
of the United States, this book shows you how
to grow fabulous fruits, vegetables and herbs.
ISBN 978-1-89725-220-8
6 x 9 • 240 pages
Trade Paper • $19.95 CAD

Native Plants for Prairie Gardens
June Flanagan
Written especially for gardeners in the northern and central prairies of Canada and
the United States, June Flanagan shows that a garden rich in native plants is beautiful
in its diversity, relatively low maintenance, conserves water, is environmentally
sustainable, and provides a natural habitat for birds, butterflies, and insects—all
essential ingredients for a healthy garden.
ISBN 978-1-89485-613-3
9 x 9 • 208 pages
Trade Paper • $24.95 CAD

Prairie Winterscape: Creative Gardening for the Forgotten Season
Barbara Kam and Nora Bryan
In The Prairie Winterscape: Creative Gardening for the Forgotten Season experienced
gardeners Barbara Kam and Nora Bryan show how to claim winter as a gardening
season by exploring the different and surprising ways to create natural beauty during
the “no-grow” time of year. Many prairie gardeners are unaware that their gardens
can be winter wonderlands with as much visual appeal as the glorious summer
landscapes they are accustomed to.
ISBN 978-1-89485-608-9
6 x 9 • 192 pages
Trade Paper • $21.95 CAD
Perfect Partners: Beautiful Plant Combinations
for Prairie Gardens
Liesbeth Leatherbarrow and Lesley Reynolds
Gardeners are bombarded with beautiful
plants in catalogues, nurseries, and retail outlets, but
the trick to creating a stunning garden lies in knowing which plants grow and look
good together. Experienced gardeners and bestselling authors Liesbeth and Lesley
take the guesswork out of planting with 170 suggestions for wonderful plant
combinations, including annuals, perennials, bulbs, shrubs, and trees.
ISBN 978-1-89400-478-7
6 x 9 • 208 pages
Trade Paper • $24.99 CAD
Perfect Perennials for the Prairie Gardener
Dawn Vaessen
More than just a gardening book, Perfect Perennials for the Prairie Gardener unearths
a treasure trove of drought-tolerant, shade-loving, and hail-resistant perennials
that are easy to grow and look great in the prairie garden. It includes everything the
newbie gardener needs to start planting a backyard Eden in between work and kids’
soccer games.
ISBN 978-1-89725-251-2
6 x 9 • 208 pages
Trade Paper • $19.95 CAD

Prairie Gardener’s Book of Bugs
Ruth Staal and Nora Bryan • Illustrated by Grace Buzik
Written with skill, insight, and humour, this book describes and discusses over a
hundred insects, spiders, mites, slugs, and earthworms that frequent prairie gardens.
ISBN 978-1-89400-487-9
6 x 9 • 208 pages
Trade Paper • $19.95 CAD

Prairie Gardener’s Sourcebook
June Flanagan and Donna Fremont
The Canadian prairies may have one of the shortest growing seasons in North
America but there is no reason gardening can’t be a year-round passion. With The
Prairie Gardener’s Sourcebook, you can spend the long, cold winter planning creative
new ways to make the most of our frost-free days.
ISBN 978-1-89400-466-4
6 x 9 • 192 pages
Trade Paper • $16.95 CAD

The Prairie Garden Planner: A Personal Journal
Jan Mather
An authoritative, easy-to-use guide to creating and maintaining beautiful gardens,
with ample space to record three years of garden results, side by side for easy
reference.
ISBN 978-0-88995-144-0
7 x 10 • 256 pages
Trade Paper • $9.95 CAD

The Prairie Rose Garden
Jan Mather
Beautifully illustrated and brimming with colour photographs, The Prairie Rose
Garden includes design ideas, planting advice and a comprehensive list of easy-care
prairie-hardy shrub roses featuring complete information on height,
spread, form, bloom, color and perfume.
ISBN 978-0-88995-163-1
6 x 9 • 80 pages
Trade Paper • $9.95 CAD

The Prairie Water Garden
Paul Harris and Terry Warke
Drawing on the traditions of the past, The Prairie Water Garden takes novice and
experienced gardeners alike through the process of designing, constructing and
maintaining water garden getaways both small and large. But it also adapts those
traditions to the peculiarities of an extreme prairie climate.
ISBN 978-0-88995-175-4
6 x 9 • 120 pages
Trade Paper • $9.95 CAD

FOR GARDENERS IN ONTARIO
Ontario’s Old-Growth Forests
Michael Henry and Peter Quinby
Ontario’s old growth forests are fantastical and mysterious, but who knows where to
find one? Most people in this province live within an hour’s drive of an old growth
forest, but do not know it. The ecology of these stands is engrossing.
ISBN 978-1-55041-580-3
8 x 10 • 224 pages
Trade Paper • $40.00 CAD
Regenerating the Canadian Forest: Principles and Practice for Ontario
Edited by Steve Colombo and Robert Wagner
During the past decade, forest sustainability has been a focus of concern for forest
management and research in Canada and around the globe. Regeneration practices
are vital to shaping the composition and quality of forests, determining the levels of
sustainable harvest for entire forests, managing and protecting wildlife habitat and
aquatic ecosystems, and restoring severely disturbed ecosystems.
ISBN 978-1-55005-181-0
8.5 x 11 • 650 pages
Trade Paper • $100.00 CAD

FOR GARDENERS IN THE MARITIMES
Atlantic Gardening
Peter Scott
Easy-to-follow guide to making your
garden lush and beautiful in Atlantic Canada’s harsh climate. A “must have” for
beginners and veteran gardeners alike.
ISBN 978-0-98091-448-1
6 x 9 • 148 pages
Trade Paper • $9.95 CAD

Edible Plants of Atlantic Canada
Peter Scott
In this guide to over five dozen edible plant
species, Peter J. Scott provides a wealth of
information about each of them. His easyto-use guide includes the habitats in which
each can be found, basic recipes, a glossary,
and references so that you, too, can enjoy
the bounty that exists outside your doors.
ISBN 978-0-98653-760-8
6 x 9 • 180 pages
Trade Paper • $29.95 CAD

Edible Plants of Newfoundland and Labrador
Peter Scott
A guide to over five dozen edible plant species that
grow wild in Newfoundland and Labrador. Includes
habitats in which each can be found, basic recipes, a
glossary, and references so that you, too, can enjoy
the bounty that exists outside your doors.
ISBN 978-0-98091-449-8
6 x 9 • 180 pages
Trade Paper • $29.95 CAD

Newfoundland Gardening
Peter Scott
Gardeners learn what plants grow best in Newfoundland and Labrador, including
perennials, annuals, and vegetables. Lanscaping and pest control are also discussed.
ISBN 978-0-97385-015-4
5.5 x 8.5 • 120 pages
Trade Paper • $19.95 CAD

Trees and Shrubs of the Maritimes
Todd Boland
A comprehensive, high quality field guide to over 230 species of trees and shrubs in
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island. Full colour photographs,
supplemented with visual cues—including habitats and leaf types—make this a
“must have” for outdoors enthusiasts.
ISBN 978-0-98653-765-3
6 x 9 • 240 pages
Trade Paper • $34.95 CAD

Trees and Shrubs of Newfoundland and Labrador
Todd Boland
A beautiful, well-constructed guide to more than 130 of Newfoundland and
Labrador’s woody plants. Inside, you’ll find icons that aid at-a-glance scanning of
each species, tabs that show each plant’s favoured habitats, photos of each plant’s
key features, and details to help you identify plants and broaden your knowledge.
ISBN 978-0-98653-764-6
6 x 9 • 300 pages
Trade Paper • $34.95 CAD

BOOKS ABOUT TREES
Forest Giants of the World: Past and Present
Al Carder
This will appeal to those who wonder about the location and the measurement of
the Great Trees as well as to the specialist who requires more technical details about
them.
ISBN 978-1-55041-090-7
7.5 x 10.5 • 208 pages
Trade Cloth • $15.00 CAD

The Forests of Canada
Ken Farr
The Forests of Canada combines outstanding colour photography with concise forest
science information to present a contemporary picture of the varied tree species,
landscape qualities and ecological composition of Canada’s diverse forests.
ISBN 978-0-66019-004-4
10 x 10 • 152 pages
Trade Cloth • $39.95 CAD
Our Sylvan Heritage: A Guide to the Magnificent Trees of the South Fraser
Susan M. Murray
Our Sylvan Heritage is a celebration of the
magnificent Heritage Trees of the South Fraser
Region of British Columbia, including the
communities of Abbotsford, Chilliwack, Delta,
Langley, Richmond, Rosedale, Surrey, and
White Rock.
ISBN 978-1-55041-781-4
6 x 9 • 210 pages
Trade Paper • $19.95 CAD

Identification Guide to the Trees of Canada
Jean Lauriault • Illustrated by Marcel Jomphe and Susan Laurie-Bourque
This book is written for the general public and for all who are interested in our living
world. Mechanization, industrialization and “progress” have produced
concentrations of concrete and increasingly hazy skies; and many people feel the
need to seek out green places, breathe clean air and gaze at a clear sky. This book
is intended for those people: for all who wish to enjoy, discover and appreciate the
trees around them.
ISBN 978-0-88902-564-6
5.25 x 8.25 • 479 pages
Trade Paper • $12.95 CAD

Life in the Boreal Forest
Wayne Lynch
Explore the largest ecosystem in the world! Spreading across the top of North
America from Alaska to Newfoundland, and sweeping across the breadth of
Russia to the fjords of western Scandinavia, is the great northern forest. An immense
swatch of spruce, fir, larch, and aspen, it is arguably the largest forest ecosystem in
the world.
ISBN 978-1-55041-576-6
8.25 x 11.5 • 208 pages
Trade Paper • $22.95 CAD

Lives of Conifers
Graham R. Powell
Extensively illustrated with full-colour
photographs, diagrams, and drawings by
the author, Graham R. Powell’s Lives of
Conifers examines the complex and fascinating life cycles of the 12
coniferous trees that grow naturally in northeastern North
America on both sides of the Canada-U.S. border.
ISBN 978-1-55041-576-6
7 x 10 • 400 pages
Trade Cloth • $50.00 CAD
Trees In Canada
John Laird Farrar
Ten years in preparation, this is the most
comprehensive book on the trees of Canada and
the northern United States ever published.
ISBN 978-1-55041-199-7
6 x 9 • 502 pages
Trade Cloth • $50.00 CAD

GARDENING BOOKS FOR KIDS
Chestnut Dreams
Halina Below

Ladybug Garden
Celia Godkin

“It is a charming story about a
young girl waiting for
chestnuts to fall...a useful tool
to demonstrate to younger
children how a tree grows.”
—CM Magazine

This simple story of one
garden introduces young
children to the important
concept of the balance of
nature.

ISBN 978-1-55041-690-9
8 x 10 • 40 pages
Trade Paper • $5.95 CAD
Lowdown on Earthworms
Norma Dixon • Warren Clark
Filled with interesting, easyto-understand facts, this is the
perfect introduction to these
unsung heroes.
ISBN 978-1-55005-119-3
8 x 10 • 32 pages
Trade Paper • $11.95 CAD

Mr. Hiroshi’s Garden
Maxine Trottier • Paul Morin
For Mary, too young to fully
understand about war and
far-off places, the promise was
meant to last only until Mr.
Hiroshi came back.
ISBN 978-1-55005-152-0
8 x 11 • 32 pages
Trade Paper • $9.95 CAD

ISBN 978-1-55041-092-1
8 x 11 • 39 pages
Trade Paper • $8.95 CAD
Maple Moon
Connie Brummel Crook •
Scott Cameron
This enchanting fictional
account of how maple syrup
might have been first
discovered borrows elements
from traditional folk tales.
ISBN 978-0-77376-098-1
8 x 11 • 30 pages
Trade Paper • $9.95 CAD
One Watermelon Seed
Celia Barker Lottridge •
Karen Patkau
In this counting book, Max and
Josephine tend their garden
while readers follow along,
counting from one to ten as the
garden is planted.
ISBN 978-1-55455-034-3
8 x 9 • 32 pages • Ages 4-7
Trade Cloth • $21.95 CAD

Partridgeberry, Redberry,
Lingonberry, Too
Ellen Obed • Jerry Stelmok

Sugaring-Off Party
Jonathan London •
Gilles Pelletier

The moth that spends part of
its life as a larva living inside
this beautiful fruit.

A French-Canadian
grandmother reminisces about
her first sugaring-off party

ISBN 978-0-97833-811-4
10.8 x 8.2 • 48 pages
Trade Paper • $14.95 CAD

ISBN 978-1-55041-596-4
8 x 9 • 32 pages
Trade Paper • $8.95 CAD
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